From designing a single leaflet, to a
full corporate brand, to a marketing
campaign and more.
I am a creative art director and
graphic designer with over 20 years
experience within the design and
marketing industry. I’ve designed
and created new brand identities and
many marketing campaigns for large
and small, national and international
brands. I’ve also picked up some
awards along the way, as well as
learning a few things about good
design too.
Take a look through my portfolio
to discover some of the work I’ve
designed that showcase the skills
that I have.
www.linkedin.com/in/defariadean
defariadean.com
defariadean@gmail.com

I started my career at Wakefield
Health Authority. This was a great
to start to my design life, as it gave
me both an understanding of how to
make an impact with strong designs
on a tight budget, as well as helping
to give me an empathy with the needs
of clients and their end customers and
service users.

Award highlights

Moving into the commercial sector I
took a designer art director position
at Dig For Fire (formerly known as
Scope Creative Marketing). I enjoyed
14 years in the agency rising to
Senior Creative, and worked on many
national and international brands.
My personal highlight having my
brand guidelines for First Direct
included in the Design & Art Direction
Annual in 2001.

Winner – Creative Out of Home
Awards “Traditional – Transport”
category, 2016

I then moved to The Sharp Agency
as a lead creative. Again I was able
to work on national and international
brands, but I also broadened
my art directional experience by
storyboarding and directing TV idents
(for Best Western) and commercial
films. Highlights from my time at Sharp
were designing the complete rebrand
of Homeserve and art directing the
2016 UCI World Track Cycling
Championships event branding.

DMA Silver – Best Use of Business to
Consumer Direct Mail – Best Western
winter direct mail campaign, 2011
DMA Gold – Best Business to
Consumer Direct Mail – Best Western
winter direct mail campaign, 2014

DMA Silver – Best Use of Door Drops
– OVO Energy, 2016

Branding
Brand guidelines can be the perfect
opportunity to inspire creativity and
demonstrate design possibilities for a
brand marketing team. But sometimes
they simply need to define all the key
elements as succinctly as possible,
and be the reference point to keep
everything consistent. Whichever
type I design, I make them clear,
precise and user friendly.

Homeserve
Creating the new global logo and brand for the world’s leading
home assistance provider
One of the biggest projects that I’ve been involved in has been the
rebranding of one of the world’s leading home assistance providers,
HomeServe. Over the years HomeServe had grown organically
across Europe and the USA, but this had led to a variety of subbrands that reflected local trends rather than a global organisation.
Our challenge was to create a single unifying global brand and
supporting sub-brands that each territory could really own.
My task was to come up with a new brand logo supported by a new
brand look and feel. So I decided to retain a recognisable visual
asset from the previous logo, the smiling house icon, and then make
it warmer, friendlier and clearer. After trialing many fonts, I settled
on Museo Sans Rounded, which is very legible (key for clear and
important information), comes in a wide range of weights (ideal for
separating out different types of messaging), yet also has a friendly
feel (perfect for a brand that prides itself on superb customer
service). But I also decided to inject a little smile directly into the
logotype, by redrawing the ‘H’ and ‘e’s with a little smile to reflect
the brand’s warmth and personality.
The project was much more than a logo and new fonts however.
I changed the brand red to make it warmer and brought in new
bright colours to help the sub-brands stand out. I developed
a photographic style that focused on customers’ warmth and
HomeServe engineers’ confidence, with this being enacted over a
number of photography shoots and I designed a range of brand
service icons and sub-brand logos to be used across the business.
I established this new look across the design of their brand
communications, even designing the new van livery. However, the
key component that held the brand together was the new guidelines
book (with a metal cover to reflect the new vans), in which I wrote
all the technical elements.

Homeserve
Brand guidelines

Homeserve
Vehicle livery

Homeserve
Marketing communications and icons

Homeserve
Marketing email

British Cycling
Branding for the UCI World Track
Cycling Championships, London 2016
In 2016 British Cycling hosted the prestigious UCI Track Cycling
World Championships at the former Olympic Velodrome in Lee
Valley VeloPark, London. This is the major tournament of each year
where all the top cycling stars would go to try and earn their elite
UCI striped jersies.
The challenge was to create something that worked within the
UCI’s brand guidelines, but showed the power, exhilaration and
excitement of the races and embraced the drive and emotions of
the participants.
After a research trip with my copywriter colleague to watch some
of the British Cycle Team train in Manchester, my idea was to take
everyday phrases, and then tweak and twist them to show what
racing means to the riders. Merging this copy style with a powerful
image treatment that I developed to highlight the speeding cyclists,
cemented the distinctive brand look.
I designed and wrote the brand guidelines for the event along with
key posters, venue banners and scrim. These were then passed on to
the British Cycling design team to do a full event roll-out. The result
was a record 50,000+ tickets sold making it the biggest UCI Track
Cycling World Championships to date.

British Cycling
UCI World Track Cycling
Championships, London
2016
Brand guidelines

British Cycling
UCI World Track Cycling
Championships, London
2016
Brand imagery, site banners, 48-sheet,
programme and souvenir pencils

British Cycling
UCI World Track Cycling
Championships, London
2016
Event imagery and brochure

First Direct
Brand guidelines
Working with the Creative Director at Dig For Fire in Sheffield,
I designed these brand guidelines that ended up in the D&AD
Annual 2001.
The challenge was to let this striking brand breathe, while creating a
framework to help to construct consistent marketing communications,
while having a little fun along the way.

First Direct
Brand guidelines
A selection of spreads

Aesica Pharmaceuticals
Brand guidelines

Oasys
Brand guidelines

A selection of logos that I’ve designed

Direct marketing
Direct mail is still proving itself as one of the
best ways to talk to customers and potential
customers. Over my two decades working
within design and marketing, I’ve designed
many successful packs for both national and
local campaigns across a range of major
brands. My rule for a successful design is
keep it simple – no one wants to work hard
reading a leaflet! So keep the message
straightforward, with a structure that helps
the reader find what they need. And if the
idea helps the recipient raise a smile, then
that’s a bonus.

Best Western
Winter Campaign direct
mail brochure
Designing direct mail to encourage you to explore
the country and discover hotels with personality
Best Western Hotels is a unique group of hotels,
and because each hotel is so different, this isn’t a
monotone chain of identikit hotels. Its strapline and
USP reflected the cherished individuality of each of
their hotels and locations – Hotels With Personality.
In all the communications that I designed in
partnership with a copywriter, whether TV idents,
direct mail or online, we sought to explore the
individual personalities of their hotels. The direct
mail pack I’ve shown here is an example of one
of their winter mailings that I concepted and
designed. Best Western planned the winter mailing
pack as a key part of their acquisition campaign
each year.
I designed the winter mailing here using the
flexibility of the Best Western brand to give it the
feel of a premium lifestyle magazine. This meant
that I could have some fun showing off the truly
individual nature of each hotel with a totally
unique design. Each spread focuses on a different
hotel from right across the country, highlighting
a special location or activity that a guest could
experience during their stay.
This direct mail pack won Gold in the Business to
Consumer section at the 2014 DMAs.

Best Western
Winter Campaign direct
mail brochure
This direct mail pack won Gold in the Business to
Consumer section at the 2014 DMAs.

Best Western
Winter Campaign direct
mail brochure

Front and back

A to Z of Best Western discovery.
A fold-out mailer that reveals a full alphabet of
Best Western character.

First reveal spread

FOR AN
READY URE?
ADVENT

Best Western

Summer Campaign
direct mail map
Expedition Great Britain.

Expedition
Great Britain

A self-mailing map that opened out to
reveal a full island of unique Best Westen
hotels to visit.
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With this map in hand
your mini break becomes
a mini adventure. And with
15%* off,, there’s a chance to
get out there more.
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Here’s a really sweet treat for foodies.
Not only is the hotel’s Sous Chef,
Steve Taylor, an expert chocolatier,
producing more than 4,500 petit fours a
month, but he’s also a teacher. Book a stay
and a chocolate-making course, and he’ll
show you how it’s done. If you become a
Rewards member, the points you’ll earn
from staying here could go towards another
cocoa fix – this time a box of Thornton’s.

Grab a front row seat for tea and opera.
Once owned by W. S. Gilbert – one half of
the talented Gilbert and Sullivan duo –
the hotel pays homage to its previous
musical proprietor in many ways. There are
afternoon teas accompanied by excerpts
from comic operas, an annual Gilbert and
Sullivan event that is attended by an HRH
and many more performances to catch this
summer. Earn points towards more theatre
tickets when you’re a Rewards member.

Why should fine dining be the preserve of
humans? Well, here it isn’t. While you enjoy
your dinner, let your four-legged friend wolf
down a chop-licking, chewy titbit or two.
Every chicken treat is lovingly crafted and
completely hotel-made, using their very own
recipe. It certainly brings new meaning to the
phrase ‘a dog’s dinner’.

BEST WESTERN PLUS Grims Dyke Hotel,
Harrow Weald

BEST WESTERN Abbots Barton Hotel,
Canterbury

2-night

summer stays
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Get a taste
of the culture

Wine and dine
next door
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Inverness

A GREAT BRITISH WINE

What could be better than stopping
somewhere where fine food and wine
is just a moment away, literally? These
are the places to go if you’re after a truly
fresh food and drink experience.
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Stand in front of BEST WESTERN Leigh
Park Country House Hotel and Vineyard,
Bradford-on-Avon, and you’re only a
30-second walk away from 600 vines.
The only hotel in Britain with its own
commercial vineyard, this place typically
produces between 250 and 700 bottles
of crisp white wine every year. Sign up
for Rewards and the points you’ll collect
can go towards more wine, but from
Laithwaite’s this time.

Picture mini breaks that aren’t mini anymore. Imagine turning
every weekend into an adventure. And last minute escapes
that make the most of every second. Let Expedition Great
Britain be your summer guide, and that could become
a reality.

RETAIL, RETAIL

A

Not much beats shopping in Cambridge.
With an arts and craft market, abundant
boutiques, plush malls boasting designer
names, a bustling high street and a sevenday market, this quirky destination offers a
delightful alternative to London. And there’s
no better base than BEST WESTERN
PLUS Cambridge Quy Mill, Cambridge.

DINNER IS NEVER FAR AWAY
When breakfast, lunch and dinner arrive at
BEST WESTERN PLUS Hardwick Hall
Hotel, Durham, you can be sure they’ve
not had to travel far. The beef served
in The Rib Room Steakhouse and Grill
travels less than a mile, and fresh fruit and
vegetables are all grown on site by Head
Gardener, Rob Jaye, and his team. Sign
up to Rewards and every 55p spent –
even on dinner – earns you 10 points**.

15 %of*f

night
Get out and sum2-mer
stays
about more
Call 0844 387 6420

D
B

RETRACE THE TOUR DE FRANCE
FIRST STAGE
BEST WESTERN PLUS Cedar Court
Hotel, Harrogate, lies just metres
from the Tour de France’s first stage
finish line. After the peloton has passed
through, retrace the route for yourself.
A late check-out† – just one of the
Rewards perks – might come in handy
after you’ve completed your ride.

We have over 275 hotels in unique locations in Great Britain.
Each one is packed with personality and every trip promises
something different.
To help you explore what’s out there we have created a trail.
This maps out four adventure themes, a number of
our hotels and a whole heap of new discoveries for you.
Choose a theme to suit you, or dip into something
completely different, whatever you decide to do the
Expedition Great Britain map will give you plenty of ideas.

TIME FOR SOME OTHER
OUTDOOR PURSUITS
There’s plenty to do in the countryside
surrounding BEST WESTERN
Buchanan Arms Hotel and Spa,
near Loch Lomond. Nestled in a
conservation village, at the start of the
Rob Roy Way, the hotel has a private
viewing point on the nearby hills,
and is a great place for walking,
fishing, even shooting.

6

Edinburgh

Whether you enjoy watching
death-defying feats or prefer the
mellower moments in life, Expedition
Great Britain is here to point you in the
right direction.

F

Call 0844 387 6420
or visit bestwestern.co.uk/summer

TO SECURE 15%* OFF
YOUR SUMMER ADVENTURES
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TO SECURE 15%* OFF YOUR
SUMMER ADVENTURES
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Leeds

Aug

GET SOME
FRESH SKILLS

BET ON A WOOLLY
GOOD RUNNER

Climbed every fell? Cycled every path?
If the answer is yes, then it’s time for a
different kind of outdoor adventure.
Get yourself booked onto this hotel’s
gardening course, and you’ll be given an
introduction to dry stone walling. And that’s
not all you’ll get. After signing up to Rewards
you’ll earn points, which can go towards
gardening vouchers. The courses run from
the 4th July so make sure you book a place.

And they’re off! Typically, you’d expect to
see something equine come flying out of
the starting gate, but here that’s not the case.
Owing to the town’s enduring connection
with the wool trade, a sheep race is held
every summer. Just metres from the hotel’s
door, herds of sheep, complete with
colourful toy jockeys, gallop down the
High Street. With the action so close,
can you resist a flutter?

BEST WESTERN PLUS Castle Inn Hotel,
Keswick

BEST WESTERN Moffat House Hotel,
Moffat

14 to 17
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RECREATE A
NOVEL STORY

Nessy could be just down the waterway.
Situated on the banks of the River Ness,
just a short cruise from the Loch, this is a
great place to keep watch. If you fancy a more
fulfilling, less mythical vigil, travel north to the
Black Isle to join one of the regular dolphin
watching expeditions. And when you’re not
out tracking wildlife, there’s a historic castle,
plenty of mountains, rivers, forests, and
coastline waiting for you to explore.

Combine culture and couture. There’s
shopping here you’ll find nowhere else.
Jenners, for example, is not simply one of
the quirkiest department stores you’ll see
but an Edinburgh institution. When you tire
of admiring delectable wares, return to the
hotel, settle down in the restaurant and take
up a very particular book. Leaf through the
pages of ‘The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie’
and you’ll begin to get a bit of déjà vu.
Don’t be alarmed, dear reader, it’s just that
this very room was immortalised by Muriel
Spark in that very novel.

BEST WESTERN Inverness Palace Hotel &
Spa, Inverness

BEST WESTERN Braid Hills Hotel,
Edinburgh
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MONSTER SPOTTING
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DISCOVER THE KEY TO EXPEDITION GREAT BRITAIN
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There’s one event no self-respecting
cheese lover should miss –
the International Cheese Awards. Time a
stay at BEST WESTERN Manor House
Hotel, near Stoke-on-Trent, right and
you can join the 40,000-strong crowd
that will attend the 117th gathering,
as they work their way through
Applewoods to Zamoranos.

30

Hull

Blackpool

Plymouth

CHEESY DOES IT

H

BEST WESTERN Aberavon Beach Hotel,
Swansea

B

culture vultures’ haunts

CHOCKS AWAY
If you’re an aviation enthusiast plan your
trip to coincide with Eastbourne’s Airbourne
– Britain’s best free air show. Held right
outside BEST WESTERN Lansdowne
Hotel, Eastbourne, it’s a chance to see
military jets, helicopters, parachutists,
and aerobatic displays from the Red Arrows.
And this one adventure could lead to
another. Sign up to Rewards and the points
you’ll collect can go towards a flying lesson
on a Virgin Experience Day.

You’ll need two kinds of tight and skimpy
attire here – swimmers and cycling shorts.
Set right on the 870-mile long Wales Coast
Path, with complimentary bike storage,
it would be rude not to saddle up and set
off on a pedal-powered adventure.
Follow the bike path along the promenade
and eventually you’ll reach the verdant Afan
Valley. Make the most of your first day,
become a Rewards member to get out on
your bike sooner with an early check-in†.

Newcastle

or visit bestwestern.co.uk/summer

What adventures interest you?
foodie fanatics’ stop-offs

BEST WESTERN Banbury House Hotel,
Banbury

GO FOR A
SEASIDE CYCLE

0844 387 6420

9
Expeditions made for you

E

To pedal or
not to pedal

Glasgow

TO SECURE 15%* OFF
YOUR SUMMER ADVENTURES

It’s a date

Forget planes, trains and automobiles;
you can even leave the cock horse at home
when riding around Banbury Cross this
summer. Why? Because the hobby horse
defines summer transportation here.
Every July, hundreds of people mount or
dress as hobby horses and parade through
the High Street for the Hobby Horse Festival.
Grab yourself a faux equine steed and join in.

10

F

or visit bestwestern.co.uk/summer

EVENTS FOR EXPLORERS

July

Dundee

Summer is just around the corner and
thoughts will turn to how to make the
most of it. But what if summer was
more than one holiday?

C

INTREPID ADVENTURERS’ PICKS

The Tour de France is heading
our way. So, for the Lycra enthusiasts,
what about an adventure at the heart
of it? And for those wanting to escape
tour-mania who prefer two feet to two
wheels, there is an alternative.

Expedition Great Britain

BEST WESTERN PLUS Maldron Hotel,
Cardiff. After a day riffling through clothes
racks, is there anything more revitalising
than an aperitif? Well, at this hotel not only
are you footsteps from one of the UK’s best
shopping destinations, but closer still to
discovering the secrets of mixology.
The hotel’s barman is on hand to provide
a cocktail-making master class. And, when
you sign up to Rewards, every penny you
spend here adds up to points towards
shopping vouchers.

6

SADDLE UP YOUR
HOBBY HORSE

BEST WESTERN Old Tollgate Hotel and
Restaurant, Steyning

8
MASTER THE ART OF APRÈS SHOP

5

July

Take the Wright brothers and Leonardo
da Vinci, it seems man has always known
he was born to fly. And the Worthing
birdmen are no exception. For one weekend
in July, the Worthing Birdman festival sees
contestants take to the air in all manner of
contraptions, and it’s only a short drive from
the hotel. Once the fun is over retreat to the
chocolate-box charm of this setting, where
you’ll find the 15th century St Mary’s House
and a Norman castle and church.

Fort William

On top of that how about an early check-in† or late
check-out†? We’ll also give you 10 points for every 55p
that you spend during your stay and let you swap your
points for tempting treats like free night stays, fine
wines and much more. All you have to do is
sign up to Best Western Rewards® for free at
bestwestern.co.uk/rewards. After that, every
2-night expedition will earn you 2,400** points
(or thereabouts).

Call

12 to 13

FLY (FOR A BIT)

We’d love to give you
a free room upgrade.

For those who like to hop from shop
to shop, immerse themselves in the
local culture, or master an art or two,
we have plenty of perfect adventures.
Here are a couple.

3

Sept

HOW ABOUT SOME
CANINE CUISINE?

Aberdeen
CULTURE VULTURES’ HAUNTS

to

SPEND A WEEKEND
AT THE OPERA

BEST WESTERN PREMIER Mount
Pleasant Hotel, Doncaster

Perhaps you’re a history buff wanting to trace your way
through the 12th or 18th century. You might be a foodie
with a particularly sweet tooth. There’s also a chance you’re
a bit of everything. The wonderful thing about Expedition
Great Britain is that all bases have been covered. And if
you’d like to discover more, venture online where you’ll find
plenty of hotels to explore.

FOODIE FANATICS’ STOP-OFFS

June

BE WILLY WONKA
FOR A DAY

intrepid adventurers’ picks

events for explorers

12

EAT TOTALLY
LOCALLY

CATCH UP WITH
NOTABLE RESIDENTS

Here, local and seasonal is the dish of the
day. You won’t have to go far for a pint;
the hotel has its own microbrewery, which
produces eight real ales. Pop to the bar and
try one. The yeast produced in the brewing
process is also used for baking the hotel’s
bread. All the fish comes from the waters off
the Northumberland coast, and a local firm,
Beckleberry’s, makes the ice cream. If you
can’t get enough of it, pop to the company’s
churnery and coffee shop in nearby Blaydon.

This place doesn’t just have history it
screams celebrity – 18th century celebrity.
This is Bobby Shafto’s home. A prominent
MP in the area, he was the inspiration behind
the ballad ‘Bobby Shafto’s Gone To Sea’.
But Bobby isn’t the only famous inhabitant;
a 90-strong herd of fallow deer live here too,
and they’ve been here even longer – since
the 12th century. Sign up to Rewards and
start collecting points towards a free night
stay.

BEST WESTERN Beamish Hall Hotel,
Beamish

BEST WESTERN Whitworth Hall Hotel,
Brancepeth

Penzance

foodie
fanatics’
stop-offs

culture
vultures’
haunts

1

Follow these numbers

Great hotel for cycling

Try this route
(or explore your own!)

Great hotel for walking
Historic site

Pet friendly hotel

intrepid

adventurers’

picks

events for
explorers

Family Favourite hotel
Shopping pit stop

Top food and drink

A

Hotel featured overleaf

Hotel featured on TV

*For full terms and conditions visit www.bestwestern.co.uk/summer.
†
In-hotel member services such as free room upgrades and late check-outs are subject to availability.
**See www.bestwesternrewards.co.uk for details and full terms and conditions.
Best Western is committed to the protection and legal use of your personal data. If you do not wish us
to contact you in future, please let us know by writing to us at Best Western Hotels, Consort House,
Amy Johnson Way, York YO30 4GP or telephoning us on 01904 695484. You will then be removed from
all mailing lists as soon as possible.

OVO Energy
Home mover switcher pack
OVO Energy is an energy company with
a mission – to be the alternative to the Big
Six energy companies, supplying energy
competitively with great customer service. As a
Senior Creative working with a Senior Copywriter
at The Sharp Agency I was involved in creating
many direct mail and door drop campaigns, as
well as supporting their major above-the-line
campaigns by developing online advertising.
OVO Energy have two core target audiences:
Pay As You Go customers who need to find
a company that makes it easy and cheap for
them to top up their meters; and Pay Monthly
customers who also want cheap energy, but with
great customer experience. No matter which
audience we were talking to, the key thing was
to be friendly while keeping the messages clear.
Sometimes I wanted to inject a little humour into a
particular pack, for example creating a lightbulb
box for an energy saving lightbulb, that also
offered an even better way to save money – by
switching to OVO Energy. Or by designing a
leaflet for people moving home, that redecorated
old-fashioned wallpaper with OVO Energy green
paint. However, sometimes just being clear and
direct works best. I designed a colourful door
drop leaflet that started as the challenger pack
to an existing leaflet. It beat it, and continued to
outperform previous leaflets over many reprints.

OVO Energy
Prepay Door Drop
This door drop leaflet shows just how easy it is to
top up a prepay meter using OVO Energy’s app.

OVO Energy
Home movers’ switcher mailing
Moving house is a good opportunity to get rid of things you
don’t want anymore, including your old energy supplier.

OVO Energy
Home movers’ switcher mailing
Post move letter
Moving house can be a real hassle, so keeping things nice
and simple with a positive feeling works really well.

Front

Back

HSBC Business Banking
Switcher mailing pack
This mailing was aimed at all those businesses
who felt that their current bank wasn’t listening
to them.

HSBC Business Banking
Internet banking mailing pack
This mailing introduced businesses to the ease of online
banking with HSBC.

Front & first reveal

Inside

HSBC Business Banking
Invoice finance mailing pack
This mailing targeted businesses with good cash flow
who were eager to grow.

Outer box

Inside

First Direct
Tax-free savings mailings pack
This mailing was designed to show just how easy tax-free
saving was with First Direct.

First Direct
Visa card mailings pack
This mailing aimed to remind customers not to forget
the benefits of using their First Direct Visa card.

First Direct
Tax-free savings mailings pack
This mailing brought together all the different ways a
customer could save with First Direct.

Benenden Health
Employee scheme mailing pack
I wanted to catch the attention of caring employers, to show
them that there was another way to look after their team.

Pack outer and cover

Inside front

Inside back

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
Membership renewal mailing pack
RICS was was facing significant late renewal payment amongst its
members. The pack that I designed reduced late payment by 57% and
saved the cost of sending out over 15,000 chaser packs (as well as
reducing the number of calls to their Contact Centre by 40%).

Information booklet

Renewal letter and form

Digital
No brand can do without a serious online
presence these days. I’ve been designing
websites, banners and emails since the
very early days of the web, when you
had to squeeze a brand onto a tiny 468 x
600 pixel screen. But now there’s no need
to worry about slow internet connections,
I’ve been able to design full page website
takeover advertising and websites with big
and bold imagery.

OVO Energy
Brand campaign financial page takeover
of The Telegraph “Money” section online
In partnership with a copywriter, I concepted and designed the animated
website page takeover ad (along with a suite of supporting web banners)
of the financial section of The Telegraph. The takeover ad was launched to
coincide with the national TV campaign advertisement.

Benenden Health
Website design
Working with a copywriter I developed the brand of Benenden Heath.
This new look showcased Benenden Health’s unique approach to funding
and delivering health cover by using customers to tell their own stories.
The website I designed let you explore these stories and gain personal
perspectives on the benefits of Benenden Health.

Homeserve
Renewal emails
Once I had created the new brand look for HomeServe I rolled out the
design across their marketing communications, including emails. The idea
was to create a friendly feel, while also being able to deliver a lot of
important information, and provide an opportunity to cross-sell.

Best Western
Stay More You campaign emails
To support Best Western’s major Stay More You campaign I designed an
email template using easy-to-use pods, that could easily be changed and
refreshed to create tailored emails for each segment.

Large format
Whether it’s a take-over of a London
Underground station or branding that
graces the side of a truck, I’ve helped
brands to shout about what makes
them different.

Clash of Kings
Oxford Circus Underground Station
take over
Clash of Kings is an app strategy game designed by Elex Tech.
The idea is simple: build your castle; train your army and then
go fight other players in the large online world. It’s a hugely
successful MMO game now, with millions of players worldwide.
However, when it was launched in this country in 2016 it was
totally unknown.
The brief that we took when I worked as Senior Creative at
The Sharp Agency, was to take the game directly to millions of
potential players, just as they might be in the mood to twiddle their
thumbs on a new app game. The result was a take-over campaign
throughout Oxford Circus Underground Station that used dynamic
battle scenes to really put people in the mood to play.
Working with a copywriter, I art-directed the creative from initial
concept mood boards to setting up the final artwork. My concept
was to focus on the player-to-player battles. Each player has
their own castle that they can build up, develop and defend from
attack over time, and this is certainly involving and important.
However, the real fun is gathering your best forces, striking out
over the landscape and pitting them against the armies of other
players from right around the world. The concept became the long
continuous battlefield, with massed armies racing towards each
other.
I art-directed the creation of these continuous battle scene
landscapes, which were illustrated by Elex Tech’s own graphic
artists, who were based in China. I designed the track-side posters
to show the whole battle, which dominated the North and South
bound tracks of the Bakerloo Line, and then designed the graphic
wraps that covered two sections of pedestrian tunnel and followed
passengers up the escalators.
Our work won the “Traditional: Transport” award at The Drum’s
Creative Out Of Home Awards 2016.

Clash of Kings
Oxford Circus Underground
Station take over

Effective Home
Vehicle livery

CD(UK) Ltd.
Vehicle livery

Ian de Faria Dean
defariadean@gmail.com
defariadean.com

